THERMOSTAT & TRANSCEIVER COMBI
USER GUIDE

ELECTRONIC PROGRAMMABLE ROOM THERMOSTAT

FEATURES

+ Simple User Interface
+ Summer/Winter Time (GMT/BST) automatically updated
+ Timer Options
  7 day : Control of heating
  5 + 2 : Different at weekends
  Weekly : All 7 days the same
+ Room Temperature Control
+ Wireless Connection
+ Override
+ Boost

Thermostat Location

The Thermostat should not be located within one metre of any other wireless devices (e.g. WiFi Boosters, Wireless Routers, Sky Boxes)

IMPORTANT INFORMATION:
Suitable for the following products:
All Logic and Vogue Combi Models

Class V when used in isolation. Class VI when used with an outside sensor. Class VIII when used with more than 2 zones.
Contribution to seasonal space heating energy efficiency 3% (Class V), 4% (Class VI), 5% (Class VIII).

THERMOSTAT HOME SCREEN

Colour Home Screen
If Central Heating is Timed On or Continuously On then the Target Room Temperature can be adjusted by rotating the outer plastic wheel of the device
If Central Heating is Timed Off then Central Heating can be activated by rotating the outer wheel until the desired Room Temperature is shown (Boost)

TIMED/ON/OFF (OPERATING MODE)

Tap Screen & Press to Change the Central Heating Operating Mode (from Timed to Continuously On to Continuously Off)
**CHANGING CENTRAL HEATING SCHEDULE**

1. Tap the screen
   - Press MENU

2. Press HEATING SCHEDULE

3. Press MODIFY

   - Press on the days you’d like to set
   - Press NEXT

4. Set the On Time using the up and down arrows
   - Press DONE

5. Set the Off Time required using the up and down arrows
   - Press DONE

6. Set the Temperature required using the + and - buttons
   - Press DONE

7. To add another On Period press YES
   - If no additional periods are required press NO
   - Press DONE

**REVIEW CENTRAL HEATING SCHEDULE**

1. Tap screen and
   - Press MENU

2. Press HEATING SCHEDULE

3. Press REVIEW

   - To change the Schedule press EDIT
   - To see the next day press NEXT
   - To exit press EXIT from Sunday’s Schedule
**OVERVIE CENTRAL HEATING**

Tap the screen
Press MENU

Press OVERRIDE heating

Press the desired option

Set the time required using the up and down arrows
Press DONE

Press DONE
Note: the override period will be shown by blue flashing tappets

---

**CANCEL CENTRAL HEATING OVERRIDE**

Tap screen and
Press MENU

Press CANCEL OVERRIDE

Press the desired option

Press DONE

---

**SETTING THE TIME**

Tap screen and
Press MENU

Press HELP & SETTINGS

Press CHANGE TIME

Set the On Time using the up and down arrows
Press DONE
SETTING THE DATE

| Tap screen and Press MENU | Press HELP & SETTINGS | Press CHANGE DATE | Set the date (DD:MM:YY) using the up and down arrows Press DONE |

BATTERY REPLACEMENT

- Unclip the Thermostat from its cradle by sliding the Thermostat upwards
- Using a flat bladed screwdriver, pop off the rear cover
- Replace batteries
- Refit battery cover

The screen may go blank, if so gently press the screen or rotate the outer plastic wheel to wake the Thermostat

Batteries should operate for approximately 18 to 24 months. Only good quality alkaline batteries are to be used

CLEANING

For normal cleaning simply dust with a dry cloth. To remove stubborn marks and stains, wipe with a damp cloth and finish off with a dry cloth. DO NOT use abrasive cleaning materials.

WEEE DIRECTIVE 2012/19/EC

Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment Directive

- At the end of the product life, dispose of the packaging and product in a corresponding recycling centre.
- Do not dispose of the unit with the usual domestic refuse.
- Do not burn the product.
- Remove the batteries.
- Dispose of the batteries according to the local statutory requirements and not with the usual domestic refuse.